Abstract Using the methodology of abstract logic programming in linear logic, we establish a correct and complete translation between the language Nabla and rst order linear logic. Nabla is a modi cation of the coordination language Gamma with parallel and sequential composition. Nabla, without modifying Gamma basic computational model, is amenable to this kind of analysis, at the price of a weaker expressive power. The translation is correct and complete in the sense that we establish a two way correspondence between computations in Nabla and the search for proofs in a suitable fragment of rst order linear logic. Moreover, the translation is not an encoding, meaning that to the algebraic structure of Nabla programs is assigned logical meaning through a non-trivial use of linear logic connectives, as opposed to merely re ecting their operational behavior through a simulation into terms of the logic. In this way we hope that the connection established between the two formalisms can compensate for the diminished expressive power of Nabla with a powerful analysis tool, which could lead both to theoretical and practical improvements in semantic foundations of Gamma-style languages and in the design of e cient implementations of their interpreters. The main di culty has been to deal with sequential composition of programs, and to smoothly integrate its logical treatment in a recursive framework. An intermediate step is the de nition of the language SMR, by which it is possible to specify in a very intuitive way Nabla operational semantics, and to prove that this speci cation is actually equivalent to the SOS-style one derived from Gamma semantics.
Introduction
The Gamma coordination language 3] gave rise to the so-called \chemical metaphor." Computations are seen as the concurrent application of \chem-ical reactions" to an unstructured solution of \molecules," where reactions may be thought of as non-deterministic programs which act on data carried by molecules. The Gamma language, which relies essentially on multiset rewriting, naturally yields a programming methodology that does not impose arti cial sequentiality on the execution. A basic Gamma program is a set of rules B which transform a multiset M until no rules are applicable; when this happens the computation stops.
Gamma has been later enhanced with two composition operators on programs 8]. Q j Q 0 and Q ; Q 0 stand, respectively, for the parallel and sequential composition of programs. This paradigm has been proven fruitful and a number of investigations has been devoted to it (among them see 15, 4] for issues regarding this work). In this paper we study the problem of specifying a \chemical," Gamma-like language in rst order linear logic. Linear logic 5] is a powerful and elegant framework in which many aspects of concurrency, parallelism and synchronization nd a natural interpretation. The di culties of dealing with these issues within classical logic are overcome by the linear logic approach, mainly thanks to the \resource-orientation" of its multiplicative fragment. This roughly amounts to a good treatment of logical formulas as processes, or agents, in a distributed environment 2, 9] . The richness of the calculus and the deep symmetries of its proof theory make it an ideal instrument for purposes such as language design and speci cation, operational semantics, and it is certainly an interesting starting point for denotational semantics investigations. We are interested here in the \(cut-free) proof search as computation" paradigm, as opposed to the \cut-elimination as computation" one.
We argue in this paper that Gamma with the parallel and sequential composition operators is not exactly speci able in linear logic without resorting to some encoding of its structure into terms of the logic. This is something in general we can always do, provided formalisms are Turing equivalent. Of course, it would be much more interesting if the structural content of programs and computations were re ected into the connectives of the logic, instead of recurring to trickeries with terms. In this way one can hope to use logic in a non-trivial way, and not as a mere elegant suitcase.
Thus, in this paper we de ne a language, Nabla, which is weaker than Gamma in its expressive power, but which is amenable to a correct and complete speci cation in a fragment of rst order linear logic. From this analysis it should be evident which problems one encounters with Gamma and why some trade between expressive power and good logical speci cation must be made. A possible outcome of this investigation could be the need to design some new logic more suitable to the kind of problems we encounter, and this work can give some hints about what is needed and what is not.
In fact, to specify Nabla into linear logic, a long journey has to be made.
While the parallel execution of two programs Q j Q 0 nds a natural understanding as Q O Q 0 (or Q Q 0 in a symmetrical interpretation), the same cannot be said for their sequential composition Q ; Q 0 . We can naively achieve sequential composition in an indirect way, through backchaining. This is not satisfactory for at least two reasons: because it is an unnatural form of encoding, and because backchaining is most naturally thought of, and dealt with, as a non-deterministic tool, while sequential composition is deterministic. A major problem one encounters when trying to express sequentialization is having to make use of \continuations," which are, in our opinion, a concept too distant from a clean, declarative, logical understanding of the subject.
In this paper we deal with sequentiality in a way which certainly does not have the avor of continuations. Sequentialization is achieved in linear logic by a controlled form of backchaining, whose non-determinism is eliminated by the linearity of the calculus (linear implication) and a declarative way of producing unique identi ers (universal quanti cation). In our case these two mechanisms, together with the usual O one, are embodied in a translation with a clear declarative meaning.
We brie y present the language SMR (Sequential Multiset Rewriting) 7] and give a translation of it into rst order linear logic which is both correct and complete, thus fully relating the two formalisms. Computing in SMR is in the logic programming style: a goal of rst order atoms (agents) has to be reduced to empty through backchaining by clauses, thus producing a binding for variables. Goals are obtained from agents by freely composing with the two connectives (parallel) and / (sequential). Every top agent, i.e. every agent not preceded by other agents, can give birth to a new subgoal. The declarative meaning of A A 0 is that we want to solve problems (to prove) A and A 0 ; the meaning of A/A 0 is that we want to solve A and then A 0 . The simplest way to introduce synchronization in this framework is having clauses of the form A 1 ; : : : ; A h^G1 ; : : : ; G h . They state the simultaneous replacement of top agents A 1 , : : : , A h with goals G 1 , : : : , G h , respectively. This framework has been studied by Monteiro in a more complex formal system called \distributed logic " 12, 13] .
It is natural to associate hypergraphs to goals: nodes are agents and hyperarcs express the immediate sequentiality relationship among agents. Thus the hypergraph relative to G = (A 1 SMR is a plain generalization of Horn clauses logic programming, using instead of^. As a matter of fact, considering clauses of the form A^A 1 / / A h , we grasp Prolog's left-to-right selection rule, and of course many more selection rules and much greater control over the order of execution of goals are possible. In order to link SMR to linear logic we use a fragment of Forum 10], which is a presentation of linear logic from an abstract logic programming perspective 11]. Its choice is rewarding because Forum puts under control a large amount of the non-determinism of linear logic, which is something in the direction we are pursuing.
Summarizing, the link between Nabla and linear logic is established in three steps, which in turn preserve correctness and completeness:
3) Nabla $ SMR: the nal step amounts to a speci cation of Nabla by SMR and proving its correspondence to the modi ed SOS-style operational semantics of Gamma. Sect. 2 is devoted to preliminaries and Forum, in sect. 3 we present SMR and its operational semantics; then, in sect. 4, the translation into Forum is shown and correctness and completeness are stated. In sect. 5 Nabla is de ned, and in sect. 6 a translation of it into SMR is given, together with the proof of its correctness and completeness.
We thank Paolo Ciancarini and Dale Miller for the many fruitful discussions. 2 
Basic Notions and Preliminaries
The rst subsection xes the notation for some usual preliminaries. In the second one a brief exposition of the fragment of Forum we are interested in is given. In the rest of the paper, we shall frequently adopt the following convention:
cursive roman letters (as P, the set of programs) denote sets whose generic elements shall be denoted by the corresponding italic letter (as P, a generic program). Therefore we shall often consider implicit such statements as P 2 P.
Every newly introduced syntactic symbol or class of symbols shall be considered di erent or disjoint from the already introduced ones.
f, x and p are respectively the sets of functions, variables and predicates. They are denumerable and the functions ar: f ! N and ar: p ! N (arities) are de ned. 0-arity functions are called constants. Abstract logic programming has been de ned in 11] as a very general way to de ne logic programming over any fragment of a sequent presentation of a logical system. In the case of linear logic, it has been recently discovered that the whole of linear logic may be seen as an abstract logic programming language 10] . In this work Miller shows a logical system, named Forum, which naturally yields only uniform proofs, and, being this system correct and complete wrt linear logic, the underlying language is an abstract logic programming language. From our point of view this is important because having an abstract logic programming language naturally provides for sensible implementations. Moreover, in Forum we can nd a natural notion of state of a computation (the linear contexts in Forum sequents). Purpose of this section is to present the fragment of Forum necessary and su cient to carry on our investigation, viz. to use the notion of state we have in order to represent causality and independence among agents. It should be noted that, holding for linear logic the cut-elimination property, any further enrichments of the fragment we present is possible, modularity among linear logic connectives being guaranteed by the cut-elimination property, and the validity of the consequent subformula property. The reader can nd in 10] the details missing here. Methods are called this way after 1].
The set of methods M is the least set such that: 1) A M. We adopt a special kind of sequents, made up from collections of methods with di erent structures imposed on them: sets, multisets and sequences. Sets are used to represent information as in classical logic: this is information which does not change during the computation; a program is represented as a set of methods. Multisets are used to represent the state of the computation, which, of course, changes as the computation goes ahead; here is where linear logic has its main usefulness. Sequences of atoms appear in our sequents as a way to limit the choice in the use of right inference rules; this ordering does not a ect correctness and completeness. From the proof theory point of view, sets are places where weakening and contraction rules are allowed, while on multisets and sequences these rules are forbidden. In these sequents there is room for one method (which we call \focused") which drives the choice of left inference rules. we shall write ( ; ?` ; ). In the following , ?, and shall stand for, respectively, sets, multisets and sequences of methods and sequences of atoms.
We outline a sequent presentation of a fragment of the Forum inference system. Forum imposes a discipline (wrt full linear logic) on the nondeterministic bottom-up construction of proofs, thereby drastically reducing their search space. It turns out that Forum is equivalent to linear logic, but proofs in Forum are uniform (see 11]). Since Forum is much closer to the computations we are interested in, it greatly helped us in nding the way to relate them to linear logic. The inference system we shall use as an intermediate step from SMR 8 . Agents are atoms among which a partial order is de ned. Every agent can be reduced into a partial order of agents, or solved. In any case the structure of the context in which the reduction takes place is conserved. We de ne the language SMR as a natural way to de ne reduction of agents preserving a partial order. On this language computations are de ned, and in the next section we shall show how SMR and its computations can be related, respectively, to Forum and the (uniform) search for derivations in Forum, respectively. SMR is in the logic programming style, of course, then we de ne goals and clauses, and the main computational mechanism is resolution, or, more appropriately, backchaining. For a more thorough presentation of SMR we refer the reader to 7].
We build up the language of goals starting from the empty goal and the set of atoms A, and freely composing with the two connectives and /. The connectives have to be thought of as associative and non-idempotent operators; moreover, is commutative and / is not. The empty goal behaves as a unity for and /, like true does for the classical logic connective and.
In the translation from SMR into linear logic it shall be mapped to an atom of a special class.
Suppose, from now on, that a special 0-arity predicate is in A. We shall call the empty goal. Given a substitution , de ne = .
The set of goals G is the least set such that:
and / are, respectively, the parallel and sequential connective; goals of the form (G G 0 ) and (G / G 0 ) are, respectively, parallel and sequential goals.
Application of substitutions extends naturally to goals.
Commutativity of induces an equivalence relation on goals. Two goals are equivalent if they only di er by the order of goals connected by in parallel subgoals.
From now on we shall consider G as the set of equivalence classes induced by this equivalence relation.
The top of a goal is the multiset of atoms in the goal not preceded by other atoms; formally:
The function top: G ! P + (G) is de ned as
SMR consists of three components: a set of programs, the set of goals we already de ned and a transition relation which models the nondeterministic transformation of goals into goals. A program is a nite set of clauses. Each clause speci es the synchronous rewriting of some atoms in the top of a goal into the same number of goals. Rewriting takes place in the context of a larger goal, in which the rewritten atoms, considered as a multiset, are uni able with the head of the clause, again considered as a multiset. The clause speci es also which goal takes the place of which atom (matching one of the atoms in its head), and the usual logic programming mechanism of instantiation with the uni er takes place. We do not insist on the uni ers being mgu's, though this special case can easily be accommodated in our setting. Let D = f (Aj h 1^G j h 1 ) j h 2 N 1 ; A 1 ; : : : ; A h 2 A n f g g be the set of (distributed) clauses.
Atoms A 1 , : : : , A h constitute the head of the clause; goals G 1 , : : : , G h constitute its body. Application of substitutions is extended in the natural way to clauses. Variables in clauses are considered as universally quanti ed. Then two clauses which only di er by a renaming of variables are to be considered the same.
Clearly, clauses establish a one-to-one correspondence between atoms in the head and goals in the body. We shall consider the same clauses which only di er by the order of atoms in the head and goals in the body, provided the correspondence is respected.
is the least equivalence relation on clauses such that: Let P = P F (D) be the set of programs.
SMR operational semantics shall be given in the SOS style. We shall de ne a transition relation on con gurations, a con guration being a program, a goal, and an optional selected clause which the goal is resolved by.
A con guration is either a triple hP; D; Gi or a pair hP; Gi, where P is a program, D is a clause and G is a goal.
We need a notion of merge of two clauses: We are now ready to de ne the operational semantics of SMR. A more detailed discussion can be found in 7].
In g. 2 a SOS-style operational semantics is de ned; the rules de ne the binary relation ! on con gurations. Given P, the resolution Let us augment the set of variables by a denumerable set of process variables, which are not allowed to appear in SMR atoms. SMR atoms are translated into atoms. The terms inside are left untouched, and the relative position in the goal (coordinate) yields a unique process variable, which is appended to the resulting atom. Since atoms in SMR do not contain process variables, name clashes are avoided. The empty goal translates into a special atom of the kind ( ).
Let be a distinguished predicate of arity 1. The function pJ K: p ! p is chosen such that it is one-one, it holds ar pJpK = ar p + 1 and pJ K = . We shall refer to atoms as success atoms. In the following translation the structure of the goal is kept by process variables (identity of atoms in the structure), by the O connective (parallelism among atoms) and by the ? connectives (directionality of sequential connectives). where V is the set of process variables appearing in GJGK .
We are now ready for the main result of this section.
Given a program P and a goal G, let the following sequent be a representation for con guration hP; Gi: DJP K;`GJGK :
A correctness and completeness theorem may be stated, which can be chained to the correctness and completeness result between Forum O? 8 and linear logic, given at the end of section 2.
4.1
Theorem A successful G-computation by P of G yielding exists i there is a proof in Forum O? 8 of the representation of hP; G i. 5 
Nabla Syntax and Operational Semantics
The rst subsection deals with basic programs, the second one with their composition. Di erences between Nabla and Gamma are highlighted, but a discussion about them is postponed to the nal conclusions.
Basic programs in Gamma and in Nabla
Basic programs recursively rewrite a multiset of elements of a certain universe. We suppose elements of this universe are already terms in the syntax which SMR and Forum are built upon. This restriction is not actually limiting, since their replacement with more general structures is allowed by the treatment that follows.
Let c be a denumerable set of constants and suppose c is a subset of the set of constants in SMR. Multiset rewriting occurs (or stops) when some relation is satis ed. We are interested in decidable relations, and we shall suppose to have at hand an algorithm, expressed in some language, which decides relations over every h-uple of constants, when necessary. Depending on the satisfaction of some relation in , an action is performed. Actions rewrite multisets of constants, and we require that they are total and computable functions. Then a computation in Gamma terminates whenever the reaction is no more applicable.
For very general reasons, discussed elsewhere in this paper, we are not able to deal with this kind of termination in the \proof search as computation" paradigm in linear logic. To be successful we need to make more explicit the termination condition. Our position is the following: a program can terminate if some (terminating) reaction is applicable. Then we change the notion of basic program: the resulting language is called Nabla. In this way a computation stops after a certain relation is satis ed, whereas in Gamma this only happens when a relation can not be satis ed.
Parallel and Sequential Composition of Basic Programs
We now introduce two composition operators on Nabla programs, viz. parallel and sequential composition. Again, this is similar to what has been done for Gamma.
The set of programs Q is the least set such that: 1) B Q. An important di erence between Nabla operational semantics and the Gamma one lies in the treatment of parallel composition: it is asynchronous in Nabla and synchronous in Gamma. The only parallel termination rule in Gamma, in fact, is hQ; Mi# Our weaker notion of termination provides for a straightforward speci cation in SMR and, hence, in linear logic. 6 
Nabla and SMR
We rst show that we can use SMR to decide relations in and to evaluate expressions in . An encoding of Turing machines into SMR would su ce. We shall stem from the more intuitive fact that SMR generalizes Horn clauses, for which a Turing computability result is already known. The following two propositions hold. It is trivial to see that to every successful computation on Horn clauses corresponds a successful SMR computation whose last steps are reduction steps which remove empty goals.
The converse is trickier. Intuitively, given an SMR computation, one has to delay all reduction steps towards the end (which is trivial since all the goals remain \ at").
Then one has to show that the resolution part of the SMR computation can naturally yield a Horn computation where all uni ers produced are lifted to the corresponding mgu's. Sketch of proof The argument is similar to the previous proof's one.
We now show how to translate Nabla con gurations into SMR programs and goals. First of all, we need to introduce some special syntactic objects.
Suppose having a distinguished unary predicate~: instead of~(t) we shall writet. Given a constant c, we say thatc is its rei cation. Furthermore, suppose to every basic program B corresponds a distinguished 0-arity predicate _ B. Let T be a distinguished atom. These newly de ned syntactic objects only appear where explicitly shown. Functions J K G and J K P on Nabla con gurations and programs, with values in SMR goals and programs, respectively, are de ned in gg. 5 and 6. The choice of variables in JBK PN and JBK PT ( g. 6) is arbitrary, provided they We suppose all programs P and P ( 2 fN; Tg) appearing in JQK P are disjoint wrt to predicates which they are built upon (this does not diminish generality); in this way they are freely composable without side e ects. It should not be di cult to convince oneself that the proposed speci cation provides for a maximally parallel and asynchronous execution in SMR. Correctness of the translation is stated this way, for a single step computation: Completeness requires a di erent approach. We have to show that no matter how SMR (then, in the end, linear logic) computes on a given JhQ; Mi N K G by a program JQK P , it actually performs a -computation. Of course, it has to be taken into account the fact that SMR carries a ner notion of computation step than Nabla does. Proofs of the correctness and completeness theorems are given in the appendix. 7 
Conclusions
The rst step on the way from linear logic to Nabla is the de nition of Forum. This step stems from very general considerations about logic programming 11]. It essentially provides a way to eliminate a great deal of non-determinism by resorting to a fragment of logic sound from the point of view of language design 10].
The second step, performed in this paper, is motivated by the need to have a minimum speci cation language with sequentiality, with strong grounds in rst order linear logic. Here the key design analysis is about commutativity vs. non-commutativity of non-idempotent conjunctions. Of course the language must be expressive enough to allow recursion. This led us to SMR, and to the de nition of the Forum O? 8 fragment. We obtained both a declarative and operational understanding of sequencing by associating to every task a pair of statements: 1) that the task i has to be performed by an agent (say A i ) and 2) that when the task is accomplished a signal ( i ) is issued. The above treatment of sequentiality clearly encompasses paradigms more general than SMR. SMR by itself is a powerful language, as many examples show 12, 6] .
The translation makes use of the full O? 8 fragment of linear logic, thus making full logical use of these connectives. This is opposed to, for example, classical logic programming, in which ) and 8 are only used in left rules. An important point is that all structural information in SMR goes into the logic, with no need to resort to trickeries with terms. We are also pleased by the correspondence between parts in the sequences of Forum and our framework: the program in the classical context, the structure of the goal in the left linear context and the top of the goal in the atomic context. The translation is very conservative wrt computational complexity, and Forum guarantees good operational properties.
The third step, from SMR to Nabla, is no more than an exercise in programming. SMR has enough expressive power to express every Turing equivalent algorithm, so it is adequate for basic programs, and has of course the ability to express a suitable sequential composition.
The key point here is in the design of Nabla itself. Two modi cations to the Gamma paradigm have been performed: 1) The termination condition for basic programs. Instead of terminating when no reactions are applicable, a program terminates when some termination reaction is applicable. 2) Synchronous termination of parallel programs is removed in favor of asynchronous one. Both aspects have in common a local vs. global dichotomy. In 1, to terminate a Gamma program we have to test on the entire multiset every possible reaction. We would need then a way to say, into the logic, that something is not provable. This is the same di culty of giving proof-theoretical dignity to \negation as failure" in logic programming. Linear logic negation is, of course, a di erent thing. In other words, one has probably to change the logic, in ways not clear yet, to encompass such a \global" feature. As for the second aspect, the change is directly inspired by the nature of the O connective. In the parallel \dimension" of the languages studied here there is really a smooth transition from O to to j. The proposed semantics for j, both the SOS-style and the SMR speci cation, are very natural and aestethically appealing. Moreover, a synchronous termination again would require a global view of the multiset by the program. One can, of course, have this kind of global computations at the price of encoding the language into terms, which, by their nature, are entirely available for inspection by logical formulas.
But this is contrary to the spirit this investigation has been inspired by, i.e. analyzing the logical content of Gamma-like languages from the linear logic point of view.
The analysis presented represents a satisfying solution to the problem, given the constraints we imposed on our work: the use of linear logic, and in particular its abstract logic programming presentation Forum, the rst-order restriction and the will not to use continuations.
Better solutions can possibly be found in the future. They will require more structural logics than linear logic, and logics able at the same time to better cope with globality. At present, non-commutative linear logic is not a feasible solution, since it has non-commutativity but lacks a natural notion of commutativity. Other approaches to globality, such as borrowing techniques from \negation as failure" frameworks, are destined to be only partial solutions since the beginning. In our opinion, pomset logic 14] shall provide an excellent framework for this kind of analysis, once we shall be able to de ne abstract logic programming in it. This is our active research eld.
The problem, as should be clear by the previous exposition, is that while parallel composition (independence wrt the next step of computation) is very easy to deal with, the same is not true for sequential composition (causality). To deal with causality one has to make use of the implicit synchronization (i.e. causality!) obtainable by logic provability: one has to resort to linear implication. This fact is simply observable in the syntax of linear logic: while O is commutative, ? is not, and then we use ? .
This approach has at least one weak point: the partially ordered state is not directly represented. What is represented in linear contexts of Forum fragments is a program which guarantees the exact dependencies of actions over the state. This is satisfactory from the operational point of view, because it guarantees all and only the correct computations. It is not satisfactory from the logical point of view because at this point one should expect to treat the structuring of state at a more direct level. In fact, in pomset logic, there are two connectives to use to build states: one commutative and the other non-commutative.
At the moment, a cut-elimination theorem for the sequent presentation of pomset logic is not proved, while it is proved for its proof nets. We hope that, when that theorem is nally proved, as we are convinced it is true, this work can immediately lead to a useful application of pomset logic. If not else, this kind of investigation is a challenging exercise to put on trial logical formalisms wrt the rst class exploitation of state in concurrent computations. with every other step in a computation, except with: -those steps which are resolutions with clauses in the same auxiliary program P; -a resolution step with a main clause which introduces a predicate in P. 4) Using 2 and 3, and proceeding by induction over its length, we obtain from every G-computation a G-computation like C above, which proves the theorem.
